PowerSpell.P05 - Vocabulary
Words with two, three or four letters:
aid, ass, bomb, chat, chip, clue, cope, debt, diet, disk, dot, drug, edge, fail, fax, fee, fix, fly, fuel, gap,
gene, goal, golf, hide, hill, hips, jog, judo, knee, load, loan, lock, loss, lump, mad, meal, mend, menu,
mess, mix, near, owe, pack, paid, pair, path, pie, pool, post, pot, quid, rail, rare, rely, ride, rise, risk, rob,
rock, row, rule, rush, sin, slap, spot, task, tear, thin, tiny, vary, vast, wild, yard.
Words with five letters:
above, abuse, admit, adopt, ahead, along, avoid, basin, bathe, beard, being, blame, blind, block, boots,
brief, broad, bunch, cakes, chief, claim, climb, comic, crowd, delay, dozen, draft, fault, fetch, foggy,
goods, grand, groom, guest, ideal, limit, match, maths, means, media, metro, minus, mixed, model,
movie, mummy, nasty, novel, owner, photo, print, prize, proof, proud, prove, pupil, quote, rough, rugby,
ruler, sadly, sauna, scene, shame, sheet, shelf, shine, shock, shoot, shout, sight, snowy, solve, spare,
speed, split, stair, stall, steal, stone, storm, style, super, swear, theme, tight, touch, tough, track, treat,
trend, usual, weird, windy, youth.
Words with six letters:
active, adverb, advice, advise, affair, annual, appeal, asleep, assure, attend, beyond, budgie, burger,
career, cheque, cloudy, column, comedy, commit, cousin, crayon, credit, crisis, decent, depart, detail,
dishes, e-mail, estate, except, expand, expect, extent, formal, former, global, guitar, height, highly,
ignore, income, jumper, karate, living, manner, medium, mental, merely, mostly, mugger, no way, obtain,
pardon, parrot, phrase, picnic, piglet, public, purely, recent, relate, relief, remove, report, retain, retire,
robber, screen, select, series, settle, sexual, shorts, slight, social, source, speech, spread, stress, strike,
submit, sudden, theory, threat, vandal, victim, within, worker.
Words with seven letters:
account, airline, amazing, arrange, article, as well, attempt, average, awkward, bedside, benefit, briefly,
cabinet, capable, cartoon, channel, charity, closely, clothes, confirm, contain, content, cottage, council,
cricket, crowded, darling, defence, degrees, deliver, deserve, despite, destroy, dislike, drawers, elderly,
endless, entitle, equally, exclude, express, failure, fashion, finally, freeway, heating, herself, highway,
hopeful, however, imagine, include, involve, justify, lecture, leisure, locally, maximum, meaning,
minimum, mugging, neither, nightie, nowhere, obvious, payment, perhaps, physics, plaster, popular,
present, prevent, process, protect, reality, reflect, regular, related, release, request, reserve, respond,
robbery, roughly, routine, running, sailing, satisfy, somehow, speaker, starter, steward, support, survive,
suspect, typical, unusual, vehicle, visitor, washing, western, whoever, willing, worktop, worried, zoology.
Words with eight or more letters:
accommodation, according to, accurate, accustomed, additional, administration, afterwards, air pollution,
alternative, announce, approval, approve, arrangement, assessment, assignment, assumption, audience,
behaviour, boundary, burglary, calculation, canoeing, category, coach tour, comfortable, commitment,
communication, competitive, complaint, complicated, conclusion, confidence, confident, conjunction,
conscious, conservation area, considerable, constant, consumer, continuous, contribute, contribution,
critical, criticism, currently, database, delighted, documentary, economics, educational, effective,
effectively, efficient, election, elsewhere, emphasise, enormous, entirely, essential, essentially, exception,
expectation, expression, extension, fall asleep, familiar, favourite, feelings, following, frightened, fruit
salad, get accustomed, gift shop, goodness, gradually, granddad, grandson, green peas, greetings,

guarantee, happening, hardly, hooligan, hooliganism, immediate, immediately, importance, impossible,
including, increase, inflation, influence, informal, instructions, interest, involved, journalist, kitchen paper,
languages, literally, love story, main course, man-made, mechanic, military, mobile phone, naturally,
negotiation, night-dress, northern, now and then, omelette, one-fifth, one-third, opposition,
ordinary-looking, organisation, original, package holiday, perfectly, permanent, personally, photocopier,
photograph, photographer, phrase book, physical, policeman, politics, polluted, position, possibility,
practice precisely, preparation, presentation, priority, prospect, providing, publicity, quadruple,
reasonably, recession, redundancy, relation, relations, relatively, relatives, reporter, represent,
requirement, research, resident, resistance, resource, responsibility, responsible, restriction, retirement,
ridiculous, roast beef, roast potatoes, romantic, rush hour, selection, separate, seriously, six-penny stamp,
six-year plan, snowstorm, soap opera, sociology, solution, somewhat, southern, souvenir, spaghetti,
specifically, statement, stationery, stationary, statistic, submission, substantial, sufficient, supporter,
technical, technology, temporary, therefore, three-seventh, tremendous, uncountable, unlikely, vacation,
vandalism, violence, virtually, vocation, volleyball, washing-up liquid, whatsoever, wildlife, windscreen,
word processor.
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